SHADOW PEOPLE

Shadow People can come in various shapes and sizes–quite literally! Below here are the original
drawings Heidi Hollis placed online in 2001 and gave their different forms these various names.
Her book, The Secret War (written & circulated in 1997 but published officially in 2001), details
her story in coming to terms with pure evil and teaching the world how to defeat it!
It's important to note, that some time following her first reveal to the world about these beings,
she distinguished that The Hat Man (TM) and Hooded Shadow are not typical Shadow People-read more about The Hat Man on this site and in the books!

These things are generally large and very tall, too, but they could range anywhere from a small
blob to over ten feet tall! Their whole appearance could only be made out to be what looked like
a large, black shadow with a rounded head directly connected to its shoulders, without a neck to
be seen. These things sometimes put the icing on the cake by glaring at me and making their
slanted, red eyes apparent!
It's not cool to be met with some huge, ugly black thing only to see eyes develop and glar
down at you. There have been times when I really thought that my limbs would fall out from
under me while stood face to face with one of these pieces of dark matter. But, I somehow
literally made it through where I had to go through them to get to an exit that was blocked off!

It was almost as if these rotten things lurked in the dark just hoping they would be missed, but I
saw them for sure! Then, I’m sure they purposely stepped out from the shadows to evoke a lump
of fear out of me. Well, they had the fear part right, but they sure wouldn’t get any respect for
causing it. I began to see those big shadowy things so much that I even picked out a reflective
name of their character, the "Shadow People."
I sensed these Shadow People as being very observant and nosey with all I was ever
doing. They didn't feel innocent or just happenstance as some of the entities I would encounter in
my place, either. Nope, these beings were a lot more intrusive, dare I say—threatening!
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